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by 
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CEN-Saclay, 91191 Qif-sur-Yvette, Cedex, France 

èiSÎBêSÏ 

Recent developments on an Intriguing connection between the 

quark-bag description of the baryons (nucléons in particular) 

and the Skyrmion model are discussed In terms of the constraints 

coming from chlral anomalies. Topics treated are the leaking 

baryon charge, axial charge and energy density ; the role of 

chlral anomalies ; the role of Skyrme's quartic term and the 

connection to the meson degrees of freedom ; and finally some 

qualitative implications in nuclei. The presentation is 

purposely descriptive and intuitive instead of mathematically 

precise. 
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Nuclear physicists would, ultimately, like to know what 

quarks are doing irt nuclei. This is why "quarks in nuclei" 

appears in ay title. But we have not yet seen the "quark 

presence" in nuclei at low energies and we don't know how it 

will Manifest, so I have very little concrete to say on that 

subject. However what we can learn fro» chiral bags and 

Skynions as a possible description of the low-lying baryons «in 

particular, the nucléons- seems very relevant to the problem; in 

any event, the subject is so fascinating that even if it had no 

<JiES£i connection, it would still be worthwhile studying it. 

In this lecture, I discuss some of the new developments in 

our attempt to understand the structure of the nucléon and its 

role in nuclei. There are some surprises that we have not quite 

anticipated, although some hints of such surprises were noticed 

some years ago ; I will discuss these in the context of the 

chiral bag picture that some of us have been advocating for some 

time. Much of the material is based on the work done in 

collaboration with G.E. Brown, A.D. Jackson and V. Vento. (I 

hope they agree with me on the main line of discussion, If not 

on details.) For completeness, a summary of what other people 

have done will be given at the end. 

2 i.QHlRALjAGS.ANQ.QyANIKiD.eARAf1tKR$_ 

2.1. Leaking Baryon Charge 

The simplest model that incorporates (albeit by fiat) the 

three ingredients of quantum chromodynamics, namely, 

confinement, chfral symmetry and asymptotic freedom, 1s the 

chiral bag model developed by the Sfcony-Brook-Saclay group lit. 
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There are variations on this model 111 and some models do away 
/3,4/ with explicit confinement and asymptotic freedom ; I shall 
not consider these Models here, not because they are 
phenomenologically less successful, but because of my personal 
taste, and also because I understand our own model best. 

Imagine that N c quarks (where N c = 3 is the number of 
colors) are confined through a boundary condition within a 
spherical region (called bag) of radius R. (The spherical bag is 
for convenience. If one wants, one can work with an arbitrary 
shape). We are interested in the light-quark baryons, so we will 
assume the mass of the up and down[for SU(2)] and strange [for 
SU(3)J quarks to be zero. The N e quarks within the bag are 
assumed to move around freely, their motion satisfying the free 
Dirac equation 

(1) iY^dyt-o r < R 

subject to the confinement boundary condition 

<2> iYU *v * - V<8)* r - R . 

Here n p f s a unit four-vector outward normal to the bag and V(6) 

i s a phase factor re f l ec t ing chiral symmetry of the system, 0 

being a chiral angle. Later on, 8 wil l be ident i f i ed as the 

Goldstone boson f i e l d ( e . g . pions) , so a local function. For the 

moment, i t 1s Just a constant defined on the surface. 

A surprising phenomenon occurs 1f one chooses the 

"hedgehog" form for V(8) 

(3) V(0) - expIiT.r 9yJ 
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and examines the Oirac spectrum obtained from Eqs.(l) and (2). 
One would naively think that when N quarks are confined within 
a bag, one whole baryon charge (or number) would be found inside 
the bag. But this is wrong as recently shown by several people 
5,6,7/. The reason is that Eq.{2) with (3) introduces a CP 
asymmetry into the Oirac spectra for 6 different from 0 or any 
multiple of t. (There is a CP symmetry for 8 * */2, but there is 
also a "zero mode" and the situation is intricate as we will see 
later). To see what this spectral asymmetry does to the 
properties of the bag, consider first the baryon charge for the 
"empty" bag. (By "empty" bag, I mean the bag without the valence 
H quarks. As we will see later, in general the bag is never c 

1 

empty!) I will call it B 
vac 

B vac " M c ! P * 4 { + M ' T°*<x)]i 

(41 
i r -*•« - s l w h 

1> vac 

&*Q Lu> X) w <0 
n n 

The second form is the regularized version of the naive 
definition of Byac - ' 7 f I l " I 11 It is 

Hi» X) U <0 J 

obvious from tq.(4) that wRen CP symmetric, fn other words, if 
each positive energy level is matched by a negative-energy level 
with the same |wnl , B y a c wouM be identically rero. Otherwise B + 0 , in which case a t»: wfth !\L suarM cannot have one whole vac ' c 
unit of baryj» charge. 

Mathematicians have extensively studied a quantity related 
to Eq.(«), c a H e d ^ e At?yah-Pa^od* -','• r.ççr T) invarfant /8/ 

,ct\ n(S) - I »ign(un) jwj 
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In fact 

(6) N*--T-*<°> 

The n fnvarfant has to do wfth the spectral flow associated with 

the appropriate Hamlltonfan, mostly a Dirac operator as in our 

case, as a function of some parameter. Here the relevant 

parameter is the chiral angle 8. Imagine varying 8 from 0 to *. 

Because of the boundary condition (2), the Di»*ac levels shift 

around, as shown schematically in Fig.l. It has been known for 

some time that /9/ there fs a K 1 * 0* level which plunges 

into the negative energy Dirac sea at 8 = »/2. ÏK is a 

"generalized" spin defined as it = J •'t\ It is in the K, K zbasis 

that the Dirac Hamiltonian fs diagonal with the boundary 

condition (2) and (3).] It was also Known already some years ago 

that at 8 * w/2, the baryon number for a bag with N quarks was 

exactly 1/2. What happens for B ̂  0, or w/2 was clarified only 

recently. 

There are several ways of evaluating t q . ( 4 ) . One 1s an 

elegant mathematical method based on a multiple ref lect ion 

technique /6/ and the other is a more direct method based on 

summing the ser ies carefully 17, Iff'. One can sum the ser ies 

ana ly t ica l ly p/ or numerically /10/. The result is surprisingly simple 
/6,7,10,11/. 

(7 ) B (6) - - I [e - -j sin 281 0 < 8 < ir/2 
vac 
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with 
Bv.c ( 6> " -»*«<-•> 

B v a c<eir) - B v - C(8) . 

This result can be understood as follows. For 8 s 9 and n, the 

spectra are CV symmetric; hence the vacuum baryon charge 

vanishes. As 8 is "dialled" from 0 to t/2, the K* = 9" levels 

sink monotonically and one and only one K = 9* level plunges 

into the negative-energy Dfrac sea at 8 = ft/2 . Beyond 8 = »/2, 

that level must be counted in the Dirac sea; therefore the 

vacuum has acquired one unit of baryon charge. Thus as E -*• 0 

(see Fig.2) 

(8) »~(H- ;i-
Therefore if one adds N (=3) quarts in the bag to make a baryon, 

c 

the system will have a net baryon charge given by 

(9) B b a g.i-l[e-4.i n2e] . 

When 8 » 9, B b = 1 but when 8 = *, B b a = 9. «e will later 

understand this to mean that when the bag radius R = •, one 

entire unit of baryon charge 's found inside the bag while when 

R - 0, the e n t w b3ryon char*}* "leaks" out. 

In fact afc, **:* a = m/;, n = 1,3.5 * ** = 9* ^evel sinks 

*nto th* D'-a: î*a, tl*.* :---5*ft> t^'rc; .ï*ve- by ? = '-j " " 1 . {See 

V*ito ard ^ ^ , **'. :*'. 
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2.2. The Sk.yrmfôrt 

When we realized /9/ that we only had a fractional baryon 

charge In the chlral bag, we did not know where the rest were to 

be found: we did not know how to Interpret the result. But 

Skyrme had the answer more th3r. two decades ago /12/. By 

rediscovering Skyrme, the puzz'e to the missing baryon charge 

was naturally resolved. This story Is now well known, so I will 

be rather sketchy on this. 

It Is now believed that at low energies, QCD should be 

formulated 1n terms of physical variables, namely mesons and 

baryons. Furthermore, based on the 1arge-N c expansion /13,14/ a 

QCO effective Lagranglan written entirely In terms of meson 

fields must exist. Wltten has argued that In the 1/N expansion, 

baryons should appear as solltons while mesons are like atomic 

bound states /14/. 

An effective Lagrangian that embodies this feature of large-

H QCO Is the Skyrme Lagrangian for chlral SU(2) x SU(2) 
c 

( " ) LSKYRMB " T T r [ V y j + T T r W 2 

with 

0 -y- [o(x) + iT.ïï(x)], D*0 - 1 . 
IT 

Her,» ,7 fs the \:.iy»? " f * i.}, i - . ' * the *• r f pt et o f the pion f i e l d . 

The f i r s t term of L-M10Î ' s lus*- t * * «or.-Hr.ear s model i n the 

"ref..)"1 se : to r .jr..-j er-.b.̂ Jf es <,;*'t-pion theorems. In the 1arge-N 

e*par>s*or, •••<• QOD, vfse e-'Cvrt*- the *e-<e? '— terms of 
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derivatives) to continue. (Even if truncated at quartic terms 
there will be more than one such term), t-iyrme's quartic term 
was a guess based on economy a^d also on an fntrîgufng 
conjecture for the ^coefficient which Î wfll discuss later on. 
What Skyrme argued was that the Lagrangfan (16) has stable 
solitons whose topological quantum number Is to be identified 
with the baryon number 8. This conjecture has been confirmed by 
several authors /15/and more remarkably in the context of QCO by 
Witten /16/. 

To see that there is a soliton 1171, we make the hedgehog 
ansatz 

(H) U(r) - exptiT.r 8(r)] . 

We wish the classical equation of motion gotten from (10) to 
give à finite-energy solution, which requires that at spatial 
infinity, the configuration approach the trivial vacuum, 

(12) e<r) + 1 as r '•+» . 

Thus the three-space 1s "compa'ctif ied" to S 3 , three-sphere. 
Equation (11) represents, thus, the mapping of the space •> into 
SU{2), the isospin. This mapping has a non-trivial topology, 
corresponding to the third homotopy group ir3(SU(2}} which is 

(13) 7f3[SU(2)] - Z w 

a group of addfMv* * -^ ;>="• •. *>•;*> there is a topol ogfcal ly 
: o " î •*'«•? J : •; r - *. -k., «'".••;•? :K s'•;*:• '•'• iiharac^erfzed by .>n integer 
Mentir'*.} w't1- f'r - ' • i '• •• z ".:.:-** r W. 'Ayr;?,* h*% found it to be 
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(14) W - |d3xH0(x) 

( 1 5 ) Hy(X> * i ? € ^ IlVL'1 * 

Although Skyrme conjectured, quHe correctly as ft turns out, 

that U can be fdentfrfed wfth the baryon number B, a compellfng 

argument for the fdentfffcatfon came only last year /16/, though 

there were several papers demonstratfng the relatfon before. 

Witten's argument fs for chfral SV(3) x SU(3), fn terms of 

chfral anomaly, whfch does not apply dfrectly to the case of 

SU(2) x $U(2). (I will come back to thfs pofnt below). But the 

result is the same, i.e. 

(16) B - w. 

There are several ways of seefng /17/ that a solfton wfth W 

= 1 or fn general odd U fs a fermfor and hence a baryon fn thfs 

case. In all cases, to see that ft fs so, the solfton has to be 

slowly rotated. For thfs a notfon of tfme fs needed. 

Start wfth the vacuum state at t * -•, 

(17) u(t - -c, x) - 1 for all x. 

As t evolves toward t » +», at some to , create a pair of 

solfton and antf-so'fton and separate them to a large dfstance. 

At some later tfme t , t <t <» . rotate the solfton by 2w, 
1 o 1 

and let the salfton and antf-solfton :one together and get 

annfhfiated at some tf̂ ie ¥2 , h < ^2 • orally let the system 

return to the va>Mu^ îtat>? U - 1 àt t a +». The U{t,x; 

•:$r-*sprtr.j'.-;.j K; ^'; ;::•;.>-- !ii:,'-?< 3 .̂jp :u + ;UC) and the 
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wave function acquires the phase e by quantum mechanics. 
Mathematicians tell us that 

(18) ir4[SU(2)] -ir 4(S 3) - Z 2 

a group of additive integers, modulo 2. This means that the 
phase can be il. Thus the phase is -1 for half integral J and +1 
for integral J. That tq.(l8) has something to do with angular 
momentum and quantum statistics follows from what mathematicians 
call "J-homomorphism" which corresponds to the mapping /19/ 

(19) \lSO(n)) -nr n + k (S n). 

Take n - 3, k = 1, and note that *j(S0(3)), the f irst homotopy 

group of the rotation group S0(3), admits double-valued 

representations 

( 2 0 > tfjIsoO)] - z 2 . 

This Is Just the usual angular momentum. 
This long-winded argument just makes It plausible - but 

does not confirm - the identification (16). It must be correct, 
however, since the result can follow from the case of SU(3) x 
SU(3) is discussed by Witten /16/. 

It is now straighforward to calculate B using Eqs.(11), 
(14) anJ (16) 

B . | f (..in2 e(r) i|M) d r 

(21) * J° V ^ } 

- £ I-e(r) • ̂  .in 29(r)]" - 1 
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the last equality coning from the values 

(22) w(O) - w, SO») - 0 . 

The sollton with B * 1 will be referred to as "Skyrmlon". 
(Sometimes a sollton for any 8 may be called Skyrmlon, but I 
will distinguish It by specifying B. In the literature, any 
sollton from a a-model Lagranglan Is also called Skyrmlon; In 
fact In (2*1) dimension, the sollton can be neither fermlon nor 
boson/26/. In this lecture, a Skyrmlon will always have a 
definite statistics). 

2.3. Is the H - 9 Chfral Bag a Skyrmlon ? 
Recall that due to the 01rac sea polarization, the chlral bag 
with the chlral angle 8 = IT had a zero baryon charge. It was 
proposed In Ref.5 that this missing baryon charge be Identified 
with the baryon charge, Eq.(21), of the Skyrmlon. Since there 
was no reason to think that the baryon charge disappears 
anywhere, It was suggested that for an arbitrary 8, the charge 
(B*l) Is shared between the quark sector Inside the bag and the 
meson sector outside. To realize this sharing, B should be 
elevated to a dynamical variable, related to the Goldstone pion 
field 9 (r).(Thfs was the starting point of the chlral bag ). 
Thus the chlral angle of Eq.(3i 1$ the value of 8{r) at r * R, 

(23) e = 9(R). 

N e x t t M H 0L p •;.-.,; h ' .-•; ;, ; ;;<-?•• < ; .* 1 ^ ! « ,;, f ' 3 4 f i J S R î t t h e 
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origin of the Skyrmion. We call this hole a "defect". Uhat 
happens to the Skymion? Because of the defect, the Skyrmion 
cannot wake a complete (topological) knot, so the Integral In 
Eq.(21) will have a piece miîsinç {from the origin to R) 

(24) B ^ - | J" [-«n2 e<r> ̂ * ] dr - 1 [6(a) - ± .in 26(R)] . 

This 1s the amount of baryon charge lodged in the meson sector. 
(Some people may be confused about various "meson clouds". To 
avoid the confusion, I will call the cloud carrying baryon 
charge a "Skyrmlon cloud", see Ftg. 3. There will of course be 
genuine pion cloud corresponding to fluctuations around the 
Skyrmion background field. I have little to say about this 
object; see Ref.2). Adding this baryon charge to that lodged 
inside the bag, Eq.(9), one recovers B = 1 for any B(R). Thus 
identifying the quark-bag as a defect inside the Skyrmlon must 
be correct, at least as far as the baryon charge Is concerned. 
(We thus have a smooth limit to a pure Skyrmion as R -* 9, as far 
as the baryon charge is concerned). But what about other 
quantités, such as the mass, the axial charge and other static 
properties? I will return to this question in Section 3. 

2.4. Quantized Parameters in tffective Theories 
The baryon charge discussed above is an example of 

quantfzed parameters that arfse often when one goes from a 
fundamental theory (e.g QEO, t̂ CD) to an effective theory (e.g. 
Euler-He'senberg Lagrangian for QED, îkyrme-Witten Lagrangian 
for <XD>. Tre-* ' i à r.f c-. d! s ;S;ÎÎ*<•.- or this subject by JacMv 
/21/. Examples range from magnetic monooole, quantized Hall 
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effect etc. to what is known as the Wes$-Zuxino term in the 
Skyrme Lagrangian. Let me briefly discuss the 'atter *n light of 
what we have learned on the baryon charge. 

Ue will consider QCD with three flavors u, d, s; the chiral 
symmetry is now SU(3) x SU(3). In the spirit of the large Nc 
expansion, we can still write down an effective Lagranglan of 
the form (19) with U generalized to a three-by-three matrix 

(25) O(r) - exp[iX.*(r)] 

where A are Gell-Wann's SU(3) matrices and é 1 are the meson 

fields. I will call a most general fora of such Lagrangian L

S K Y 1 j ^ B 

This Lagrangian i s invariant under the SU(3) x SU(3) chiral 

transformation; however L----,- i s incomplete, since i t lacks the 

ingredient to account for processes due to "chiral anomalies". I 

will summarize what chiral anomalies are in a side remark below. 

Physically what that means is that some of the processes 

perfectly allowed in qci) proper are not "allowed by ^-ggfja^-

Specifically i t forbids the transitions /16/ 
Odd number of mesons • • Even number of mesons 

such as 

(26) • - • -
„ • • - + 
K •+• ir ir e v . 

Such processes must be accounted for by an additional term, 

i . e . the Wess-Zunino tern in the effective - action, labelled as nr^ 

(where n is a constant whfcfr v 'H t y n out to be quanti zed)wh1ch is 

an integral over 5-d^T.e^sior.a1 J 'sc Q whose boundary fs the 

compact i fi ti tpa.:*-t1ne .'16, 22/ 13 Q = 0 4 ; 

<27) ^"ibldE,,w8Y'*w,' • 
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Note that while LSKYRME 1 $ e v e n una** U * U . t h e Wess-
Zumlno term Is odd, thus allowing the processes (26). 

2.4.1. Side Remark on Choral Anomalies 
There is an enormous activity on chiral anomalies among 

physicists as well as mathematicians. This subject is summarized 
in Ref. 22. It is a fascinating subject on its own and to fully 
understand it, the mathematical machinary, differential 
geometry, turns out to be useful. I am not equipped to give a 
comprehensive account of this matter, so the interested readers 
should start with the lecture notes of Ref. 22. I will just make 
a comment on the relevance of chiral anomalies to our problem. 
(I feel that a better understanding of chiral anomalies may 
provide clues to many of the problems that are puzzling In the 
chiral bag description). 

First of all what are chiral anomalies and how are they 
related to the Wess-Zumino term which plays a key role In the 
effective theory? 

Chiral anomalies are quantum effects involving fermions. 
The well-known case is the triangle anomaly of the Adler-Bell-
Jackiw type /23/. for the purpose of illustration, I will take a 
simple Lagrangian where the fermions (quarks) are coupled to the 
chiral fields $ . This may correspond to an effective theory 
applicable only at an intermediate range; it may be incorrect at 
short distance and may not account for confinement. Nevertheless 
ft does have correct symmetry properties as far as anomalies are 
concerned. 

consider the Euclidean action 

(28) r$,iMJ - U\ 5 i t * 
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where 

Ç - exp [*¥*,] • 
Here A.+ is the same as that of tq.(25). In quantum theory, we 

wish to evaluate the Feynman path integral 

Suppose the fermfon field is chirally rotated 

(36) ** - C * 

Then the action (28) becomes a free action 

(3D « - \*\ x * ' ijty* . 

Thus at the classical level, the theory is trivial, since it is 

equivalent to a non-interacting free Dirac equation. The non-

trivial aspect is buried in the Integration measure, which 

represents a true quantum mechanical effect 

( 3 2 ) Jl#Jtd*J «" r - Jc# ,3I# ,J J e"1" 

where J is the Jacobfan. Thus evaluating the determinant (29) 

reduces in this case to calcyiatfng the Jacobian of the measure. 

There are many techniques to eva'yate the Jacobian (see 

Petersen, Ke*.22, for *<tens?v* references j and the resu?t *s 
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(33) , , - r i t t + M 4 

where r œ is the Uess-Zu»ino action (27} and M4 consists of 

terms quartic in derivative, s?«il3r to the Skyrme qyartic term. 

The precise form of U^ is unnecessary here, since we do not 

expect the action (28) to give realistic quartic terss which are 

expected to be of dynamical origin. What is significant fs that 

the Wess-Zumino term does come out correctly. This illustrates 

that the Uess-Zumino term has something to do with a topological 

invariant and depends only on quantum numbers (e.9. chiral 

symmetry). 

It is perhaps worthwile (for the benefit of non-experts) to 

point out in what sense r ^ is related to chiral anomalies. 

(The above discusion shows how the Wess-Zumino term and Skyrme's 

quartic term can arise due to quantum effects, but does not 

clarify the connection to chiral anomalies.) Normally anomalies, 

by definition, are associated with a symmetry that is present at 

classical level but breaks down due to quantum effects. Suppose 

r in Eq.(32) is an action for a gauge theory with a (global) 

chiral invariance. Under chiral transformation, the action is 

invariant r = r» , so the classical theory possesses the 

symmetry. However in quantum theory (I.e. the Feynman path 

integral),the Jacobian of the transformation is not equal to 1, 

so either gauge symmetry or chiral symmetry roust be broken. If 

one insists or. the invariance of gauge symmetry, then chiral 

symmetry must be broken. (The évaluation of the Jacobian 

requires regutarfratfon. If one uses a gauge-invariant 

regularizatfon, say, the f'avlf-VM Tars method, the^ a fermion 

mass fî introduced, thus breaking -:hfra1 symmetry. There fs no 

gauge-f-va-fa^t *?-<i .-.hfrai i r-,,n-'..*-:.i régularisation). Thus ** 

quantum level, the a*fa T --:vr••*••> '% r.r, » .-"se-* •ronservetf. fhfs fs 
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referred to in literature as "Abelian anomaly", the latter associated with a 

symmetry Mhich is nlobal (not local), so no gauge particles coupled to the current. 

Suppose now r fs a fer-aion action coupled to external gauge 

fields. Invariant under a local chiral gauge transformation 

(corresponding to gaugfng, say, a subgroup of chfral SU(Nf) 

xSU(N f)). Suppose global SU{N )xSU(N ) is spontaneously broken to 
2 

SU(N.) as in nature ; then there are also (N -1) Goldstone 

bosons, labelled U, in r. Under the local chiral transformation, 

the action is invariant, but as before there is an anomaly in 

the Jacobian. Uhat happens in this case is that instead of the 

ordinary divergence, the çovaMant divergence of the currents 

(which classically were î2y.àti§2iiï conserved) no longer 

vanishes. By a suitable subtraction, one can make the vector 

current covarfantly conserved, but one cannot with the axial-

vector current. This is the "non-abelian anomaly". One reads 

from a text book on modern gauge theory that if the currents to 

which gauge particles couple are not coariantly conserved, the 

theory is inconsistent, since it cannot be renormalized. So in 

order to have a meaningful gauge theory, one has to divise a 

means to cancel the anomaly. In the electroweak theory, the 

cancellation occurs between the quarks and leptons ; there is no 

problem in vector-like theories since anomalies occur 

symmetrically between left and right objects and they cancel in 

the difference. 

Of course, •" the problems tike the one that concerns us, 

one fs addressing a part of a theory, so the difficulty does not 

prevent us from discussing *t. 

The elective action -which accounts for this non-abetfan 

anomaly has teen compute.-} t>y /ar*.->:.;«. rethids (among which the 

dif ••'e-e-.ti.jt sortiet*y te :hr.•'•:»•.;* '2L-' iz»r,$ to be the most 
i 

powerful or.* ; „ It * j i : o ÎÎÎ p * * : A *• -* tf **p***33f on -:# ntaf *' ~? f*̂ * 
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gauge fields (rfî , AH ; L = 'eft, S * right) and Goldstone boson 
fields ( •* ). {Call ft U ^ ). This "gauged Uess-Zumino action» 
turns out to be useful for calculating processes like «-*3» (see 
later) ; for our purpose, we cat set Aj1 = A^ = 9. In this limit, 

(34) ^ ( A J - ^ J - O , o) - r^tuj . 

It is in this sense that the Uess-Zutnino term is related to chi-
ral anomalies. 

(I have purposely avoided being technical in this discus
sion. For technical details and sos»e fascinating connection to 
topological issues, one should refer to the original articles. 
It 1s not easy to follow the literature, but it is a worthwhile 
intellectual feat). 
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Return to the main line of discussion. 
The effective QCO action is thus required by symmetry to 

have an extra term, 

(35) «£J » « O T M • «T» 

The crucial point that Witten discorvered /lb/ was that V^ was 
Multivalued, as it is an integral of a total divergence (in 5-
dimension) whose boundary is the physical 4-space. Since mathe
matically » 5 (SU{3)) * Z„ , it is a multiple of 2t and hence n 
must be an integer so that exp(-U ), which is what occurs in 

QCD 
quantum theory, is single-valued. This is a 4-dimensional exam
ple of quantized parameters required in effective theories by 
consistency, as discussed in Ref.2l. 

Suppose the chiral bag is shrunk to R s0, so now we have an 
entire soliton, described by the action (35) [for flavor SU(3) ; 

for flavor SU(2), there is no anomaly, so no Uess-Zumino terml. 
To see that the soliton can be a fermion, It should be adiabati-
cally rotated by Z*. For the soliton at rest, r m * 0. After 2* 
rotations, one discovers /16/ that ^ ( 2 * ) s ». Thus the soliton 
amplitude picks up a phase exp(imn)* (-) n. Thus for odd n, the 
soliton is a fermfon and for even n, it is a boson. It is not 
obvious but true in comparing vfth nature that n can be identi
fied with H , the number of color. H U h this identification, one 
obtains from the Uess-Zuwiio ter* the baryor <:vrr*r.t u y 

( 3 D ) y*> - y*> 
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with U given by Eq.{15). Therefore one recovers one whole 
baryon From a soliton, as seen in Eq.(2l). this discussion sug
gests that the leakage of the baryon charge from a shrinking 
chiral bag is a consequence of the quantized parameter associa
ted with a chiral anomaly, the Wess-Zumino term. Although the 
argument here is made for SU(3)xSU(3), one can get the same re
sult (by embedding the amplitude for SU(2) into SU(3)]for SU(2)-
xSU(2), as already seen above by topological techniques. 

2.5. Testing the Wess-Zumino Term 
With the a EElSEi quantization, the Wess-Zumino action is 

completely fixed and can be tested by experiments. With n = N , 
it has, when coupled to the e.m. field, the Adler-Jackiw anoma
ly, so it gives a correct rate for w* •*• 2» decay. There have 
been several calculations /25,2b/ in other e.m., weak and strong 
processes mediated by the Wess-Zumino term. They are in general 
in good agreement with experiments, f^r example, the agreement 
is perfect for K* •*•***" e*v (vector current), very good for n* WV"Y 
(e.«.). T h * gauged Wess-Zumino action /26/ gives also a good 
agreement for U * « ° Y (e.m.) and w+3* (hadronic). This property 
in the meson sector makes even more remarkable the role that 
chiral anomalies play in effective theories of QCO. 

3.1. 6o*T 
It is everybody's tr*i? to be able to ierfve an effective 

QCD La^rargian by f nte?rat* "•? •?•:• t the quari Melds. I discussed 
the main ?dea usi-g the toy «so del •-U). A systematic way may be 
found th-->y}*̂  a s-:**̂ e b.jse? — t̂ e i'fl expansion, but at the 
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moment, nobody knows how to do it. Presumably lattice gauge cal

culations will eventually help. At present, we can get no gui

dance from them either. 

A realistic effective QCD Lagrangian should ideally satisfy 

two requirements ; (1J it should describe as accurately as pos

sible low-energy hadronic properties ; (2) it should be applica

ble down to the length scale near or at least not too far from 

that appropriate for chiral symmetry restoration. Since many 

different models -bag model, non-relativistic potential model, 

Skyrmion or various mixtures- can account for % 8dX of the spec

tra and static properties of hadrons, the first requirement 

calls for an uncertainly less than 281. This would mean being 

able to calculate higher-order terms in 1/N C. fhe second 

requirement requires a large number of meson fields*in addition 

to the Goldstone bosons. In the absence of any knwoledge on how 

to go about doing this, it has been suggested /27/ that the ef

fects that are sensitive to higher-orders terms in 1/N c(and lar

ge number of meson fields) and in derivatives be taken into 

account by replacing the interior of the soliton with a defect, 

a quark bag. We learned from the preceding discussion that there 

is no problem as far as the baryor. charge is concerned. But what 

about dynamical properties ? 1 will summarize what we have 

learned from this excercise. 

3.2. "Cheshire Cat" Picture 

Suppose one :an integrate out the long wave-length gluon 

field from the ycD action, to ottaH .3 tag. The systematic way 

An - of the* l l j-s we-* t •. ïpp-.:j:^ isv*ptotf.: f-eedom / H / 
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that this can be achieved was explored by Adler /28/. We start 
with a big bag with N quarks confined within» with the chirally 
invariant confinement boundary condition [Eq.(2) with dynamical 
pion field] . We will assume that quarks interact weakly within 
the bag, the long wave-length components having been integrated 
out. If the bag is big, however, the chiral field is expected 
to have a small effect but then the gluon coupling cannot be 
weak, so there is an uncertainty on non-perturbative effects 
that are ignored in the usual bag description : a big bag with 
perturbative gluon couplings cannot be a reliable picture. Sup
pose, however, that a big bag with non-perturbative QCD effects 
taken into account exists and that we can squeeze it adiabati-
cally until the bag radius goes to zero. A question is : Is the 
procedure possible without changing physics ? If this is possi
ble, then a reasonable conclusion will be that the bag radius R 
cannot be a physically meaningful quantity. 

The physical quantities that we want held fixed while chan
ging R are the baryon charge B and the axial charge g A . It 
might be advantageous to have something else fixed than g A , but 
this has not yet been explored. As an outcome, we would like to 
see the quantities like energy, magnetic moments etc. to remain 
unchanged as R is varied. 

The baryon charge, as shown above, is independent of H. 

Topology takes rare of this. To fix g A , we have to look at the 
axial current conservation, 

(37) 3 PAJ - 0 
where Ay '.-. the h< ' al c y e ^ f with f lavor fndex f. This cond i t i 

on s'tfp'y *•;:;.:•**: fhe rv,'*ai ::,T^c-e^t«. of the axia l cyrrrents 
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< 3 8 > » X W - ̂ Skynrio» » ' " * • 

Ue w i n work fn mean-Meld approximation, so that in the 

Skyrmior. sector (outside), the axial current will be given by 

the hedgehog pion Melds, while in the quark sector, it will 

consist of the valence quark contribution and the Dirac sea po

larization /297. Explicit evaluation of Eq.(38) is easy except 

for the Dirac sea polarization. Ihe Skyrolon sector is easily 

obtained from Eq.(IG) 

<39, ^ C - k - («Î • .. «* * £ ) g 1^ . 

(For later convenience, a normal component is taken with respect 

to the isospin direction as well as to the spatial part.) The 

valence-quark contribution in K = 0 * level is trivial /l/, so 

the important quantity is the Dirac vacuum term. To evaluate 

this, we use the relation /30-32Z 

-a# "* | d 2 s % *5 <* •»> i <*•»> s 

(40) " A i r R n n i <A

0>» 

where « B is the *fgen-energy of the quark, m labelling the quan

tum numbers. The Dirac vacuum contribution is then the sum over 

all the states f« t*e Dira.: ses. It haï to be regularized as 

before. 
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•(6) = fd2S n.n a <â£> H lim *(6,x) 
J x a v * c T+o 

<"> » -T| 0J 
•(8,T) - Î -JT • 

nEsea 
B ' 

where fl £ Ru». The quantity 5(8), called "axial flux", is related 

d to -j» E, E being the vacuum energy. To see this, define 

(42) B(0) - lim I u e 
n' 

T-»0 n£sea n 

Clearly 

3.2.1. The subtraction Procedure 

It turns out .'30,31,32/ that both I and E are divergent as 

T + 0, perhaps an artifact of the sharp surface. Therefore a sui

table subtraction must be made before they can be made 

meaningful. I w i n describe the subtraction procedure adopted by 

Vepstas et al./30/ (It is po^sfbie that the subtraction procedu

re is not unique, although no inconsistency has yet been uncove

red in all the relevant physical quantities to which it has been 

used. More wor!<: is be*-' ng dor;* or. this problem by the authors of 

Ref.30). In evaluating \ and E, vepstas et al, .'39/'used numeri

cal methods, while Zahed et al. .'31/ used asymptotic expansions 

to fin.J analytic expression. I w i 1 1 use the analytic structure 

of Ref.31 to illustrate the r-roced';-* o? Sef.30. '..I am being 

more d*taM*j :.- *:*<• ^dtt:-", -i\ I ^"ev:- -'t is &i important 

«•a.-i»̂  f • r.i .i^;ii «..- K * -I.-»••«.: j * .. ». ». a !-..-> '-*,*>: *• h P r*&A»r% 

"'••it-î t1"* 'i. "';'.''.*::. ' i •'.,•* ' •' ; " . . ;. ' ̂  ' t *'I. '.'}"**',t .'jT fird a 
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b e t t e r procedure if n o t . ) 

According to Ref 5. 30, 31,32, the axia l f « x i s given by 

(44) 

(45) 

(45a) 

•(8) - l i » • ( 8 , T ) , 
T-»0 

•(8,T) - * ( 6

T * T ) + b(8) In T + c(8) 

•(8,T) - a(8) tan"1 £ . 
T 

Here a, b, c are known functions of 8, whose asymptotic forms 
are explicitly given in Re^.31. We shall not need the explicit 
forms here. In doing a subtraction, it is necessary that the 
procedure be based on physical constraints. Such a constraint ts 
provided by the relation (38). The right-hand side of Eq.(38) is 
given by the Skyrmion contribution Eq.(39). In the limit that 
R •* 0, 8 ^ »-kR with l- a constant (see Ref.33), so the Skyrmion 

contribution (39) goes as a constant, and hence the axial flux 
2 must be proportional to R . To see what "happens to the left-hand 

side of Eq.(38), i.e., the quark- sector, we use the symmetry 
(46) E(6) - E(ir-9) . 
So as R •*• 0 (or 8 * IT), we need look at E(8) as 8-* 0 . Therefore 

we r equ i r e tha t 

(47) dE(8) 
"de"" e*o 

•v 0(9 2) 

in parti rylar, we de ma'--? that 

im\ . M | .o. 
de 'e-o d e 'e-o 
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This is the condition use* f r. Re?.30. 

Let us see how thfs works *"• practice, froa Eq.{45), the 

quantity that is reguired to vanish is 

(49) 

Therefore we win subtract 55 from Eq.(45) where 

obtaining the subtracted axial flux 

(51) M M ) - fb<e) - -2^21 s] in T • c(ey- a<e,o> ̂ S— . 
S L i(O) J *(0) 

This 1s divergence-free i f 

MÊI , •(»,<>) 

Equation (52) holds in the r e s u l t s of Ref.31 and I guess t ha t i t 

i s so in genera l , T h e M'•••a1 r e ^ y ' t is 

/c-».. * e (6) - lin *-(e,T) - c(9) - a(6,0) ^±- . 
v v " " s T-K) S a(O) 

r 
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Let us now calculate ftB(8) \ Us?n 3 Eq.{43), we 

have 

1 

(54) 

where 

dB(e.T) . I . _ ' «(6,0) • b(6) • c(6) • b<0) In T 

4*1 - - ̂  «(8,0) 
dT| T-0 

which follows from the expMcft form Eq.(45a). I have set T=0 in 

a(8,T). Fro«n Eq. (48), the quantity that is reguj.red to vanish is 

(55) fotffl - - JL î(0) +6 + c*btnT 
de 2 >e-o ™ 

so we should subtract 

(56) <4P.)-bW«.T^(-iï*5^) 

Subtracting this fron? (54), we get 

(57) 
\ d e 's a(0) 

where the relation (52) has beer. used. Thus after subtraction 

(58) V e ) 

t he d e s i r e d r e s u l t . [As d?s.:: ;ssed fn * e f , ? . l , one does not e x p e c t 

t h e r e ' a t f ••>!•> (58) to. ho ld t-Sl^Hl • : ! 'vergences à ' * taVen ' a r e o f ] . 

Th i s r e s u l t sugg^:- ts t h a t the T-btr- j . - . t ' c^ ['••''•rsdyre i s :on~ 

s i n * ' ! ' : , ' ' v o ' v ' - 3 : - , y ••-•-. :•.-..'''••*.:• r-, L i . ' . J ! ? ; . A* t h e Tic-ne^t, 

' .* ? • . . ' . J * A . . . S -* C L I . . . 1 i ... v; . ' a-<-.» ' - ; . - ; a r f t h s n f c 
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divergences is. (Uorfc is being done or. this question by A.O. 

Jackson and his collaborators. ) In any event, there seems to be 

no great difficulty in making the vacuum energy (i.e., the chi-

ral-angle-dependent Casissir energy) jnd the axial f'ux physical

ly meaningful. 

3.2.2. Some Results 

Some numerical results based on the subtraction procedure 

described above will be given here /30,2?/. In Fig.4 is plotted 

* W O v 5 . 9 where 8 5 &E. Also given there is the sum of the 

vacuum (or sea) and valence contributions. Noteworthy is the Jump 

of *jj at 8 = «r/2, reminiscent of th« similar behavior in B y a c(8). 

The Casimir energy [E{8}-E;0)l times R, i.e., B, is plotted 

in Fig.5. The derivative of this quantity with respect to 8 is 

just what is given in Fig.4. 

Given the vacuum energy and the axial flux, we can study 

the properties of the chiral bag as a function of the bag radius 

R. The equation which allows this is the equality Eq.(38). The 

crucial element in what follows is that as the radius R is va

ried, the axial charge g. is kept unchanged. Now the quark sec

tor, the LHS of Eq.(38), is completely given once 8 is given 

(take 0 < 8 < w). The Skyrmion sector, the RHS of Eq.(38), must 

equal the LHS for each 8. One can easily see, using the argument 

of Ref.33, that this can be possible only if c2 varies. There is 

a unique set of « 2 and thç râd*us k for which Eq.{38) is satis-

ffed. Ffgur* t shews the -a<*(s;s fc vs. 8 or vice ve-sa for 8»! 

and Fig. 7 shews i 2 vs. ft. The :ur'c;:. k'*\ it R » 0.44f* in 

Fig.6 fs an *.-t^a:t of 'npos^g .5 f***d j with a sharp bounda-
A 

ry ctr.'l'. t '•',", **':* ' - I ' V : '-»'' * : te-i ' -• £ 2 j c ' n g t o z e - o , A 

l e s s .-fgid r ^ j ' • ' . > • • - - ; 1 j ' * a « L , •:. s-j-e >-r-:o*h r e s u l t . In 
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Fig.8, the energy of the :h?-a' tag syste* *s giver.. Although 
the energies o f the two ir.df vidua* secto-s vary rapidly as a 
function of the radius, the sum is fairly constant. (One should 
not forget that for a la-ge *ag, the gluor. coupling is not s»al 1 
and hence there will be additions? contributions cowing fro» the 
quark sector, For a ssal 1 bag, the fluctuation effects in the 
Skyraion sector, i.e., higher-order effects in 1/W and other 
meson fields, must be taken into account. Considering these 
short-comings, the variation fr. E is quite insignifi
cant.). Finally in Fig.9, I plot the axial flux ?tr quark vs. R 
within the ra^.ge of S that is often discussed in phenomenology. 
The axial flux governs the strength of pionic couplings on the 
nucléon, relevant to pion-nucleon and pion-nuclear dynamics. 
Notice again the near constancy as a function of R, suggesting 
that the "bag radius" is not a physical quantity. 

3.2.3. An Interpretation 
What we have done so far is a pseudo-derivation of the 

Skyrmion from a quark bag. We cannot derive the structure of the 
Skyrmion Lagrangian, but we have "derived" the effect of the 
Lagrangian. We can think or" the shrinking of the bag as a way of 
integrating out the quark-bag degree* of freedom in favor of 
chiral fields. !f we tryncate the effective Lagrangian with a 
form specified by Sky*e, 3hr«riir.g o< the bag by 6Sr would ge
nerate terms co^tributi-g t> the ;ua**3tf•: and guartic terms of 
L e f f as well as to the baryon current tor the Wess-Sumino term In 
CU(3) case] . The ;y»**^ f". ***** "'' "'*t v. • C J , So 't remains 
unchanged, V;t fc^* r.;»-1': L»-« i r i tu:- .̂ :.->•:•-: :*• *-•}". j-e expec
ted to be r..;.***' ;• .'. r ; •:•,•>; z-j u \V-. ; : j - » ;e v--: ts-yc-. r1-*-?* •:<-•* 
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Fig.7 shows how the <?ua=*tic ters L * " is aerified as the bag is 

shrunk. 

The suggestion that physics should not depend upon R in 

some kinematical domain (e.g. low energy) is given an amusing 

name the "Cheshire cat model /34/" by H.B. Nielsen. One can ask 

the following question /35/ : Is it possible to divide the phy

sical space into two regions A and 8 where A is described in 

terms of fermion fie'ds cnly and 8 in terns of boson fields only 

with suitable boundary condïtons imposed in such a way that phy

sics does not depend upon where the boundary is put ? This ques

tion may be given an answer in {!•!) dimension : One could start 

with a theory with fermions only that ér* left intact in the 

region A while bosonized in the rejior, B, a boundary condition 

connecting the two regions. It is known that some phenomena that 

are difficult to treat in terms cf fermions can be treated more 

simply (often sefliclassical 1 y) in bosonfzed forms ; the reverse 

situation can also occur. Thus a two-phase ?odel of this sort 

can have certain advantages o\nr one-phase descriptions. 

The chiral bag model discussed in this lecture can be con

sidered as a (3+1) dimensional example of this Cheshire-cat 

effect. It would be e.<trexe'y d f icult, ^f not impossible, to 

prove that the c^es^i re- -:.sr sf.:t'.;re car actually te real'red in 

QCD. (It say be îïX2x-i-àllï f*i'»'M* f" lattice QCD. ) As noted 

btnr*. the jyari-ts.j '>•?•:••:- *s «ea*-- .:-5vpi • "5 in the color fine 
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structure constant « c = 9 /*•. which because of asymptotic free
dom is extremely complex in teras of macroscopic physical fields 
whereas the S^yrmiori se:tor '> presumably weal-coupling in l/H^ 

which because of chiral symmetry ard confinement is extremely 
complex in terms of microscopic quark-gluon fields. Consequently 
the matching on the bou dary is highly ncn-Hnear when viewed 
from one sector with respect to the ether, and hence 
the physical quantities so calculated are highly non-linear fr* 
both o and l/* c . It is net at à!1 dear that the Cheshire-cat 

c 
picture should be ever, approximately realised in such a highly 
complex situation. It is thus quite surprising that in the limit 
R • 0, we <|o recover the essentia! feature» of a pure SJeyrmfon 
and that phys^ca' observables a^e fairly independent of R. 

^-IHÉ-W-ÇÉSQîLI^IHI-ÇHTBSk-SAO 

I am such less certain about what I will discuss r.ere than 
the rest of my lecture, S;;t {t *t a fascinating matter. It seesss 
worthwhile discussing ft although things are not fully clari
fied. 

4,1. The u W*son 'n Mud ear Physics 
The ro'e .>f the «meson in nuclei in unquestionably 

* 
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important and yet ^ersairs very s-/sterio«s. The H exchange 

accounts for the weM-isj-.-n repulsive :ore fn -yc-ear ? interac

tions and yet many people suspect that it cannot be the corect 

mechanism. The *ason is simply that to those people, an exchan

ge of mesons at such a short distance, say, r < 0.8 f» is 

difficult to imagine when one resetters that the typical confi

nement scale is * 1 f». One would argue that when two bags come 

together at a distance <0.3 fa, there is no room for anything 

other than quark interactions. This consideration prompted many 

people to conclude that it is insane to talk about exchanges of 

the vector mesons ; that the only way to do physics i« in terms 

of quarks. 

It appears that none of these points of view is £0«eigte.l][ 

wrong. There seems to be an intriguing duality, as I will show 

below. 

4.2. Skyrae's Quartfc Ter» 

4.2.1. Testis? the Quartic Term 

To see the duality, let us first look at Skyrme's quartic 

term which I will refer to as tj f f. ; 

(59) l j f f - i € 2 T r [ L V . L V ]
2 . 

Historically, this tern» was put in ad_hoc to stabilize the soli-

ton /36/. One can think of (595 as a quantum-loop effect as I 

showed in Sect. 2.4. l., but k.'ùliîZLi t h* re fs no known reason 

why quartic terrcs appear ' n this par tf r^'ar forfl. In general, 

there can te sever"a' r;i't'': t *':*•: ,'<6 a'sc higher derivative 

terns. Tr>er* :.în :i':> te •:.£?•*- ••'•'eMs M i * w, p, * , etc. Why 

?s it the* * ̂  > t L*** seeTs t ; w;..-i s; w*M ? C^e ran a M o ask : 
4 

What '% f * *»•*:*•'..? :*>. »-r :.5:--5-7»*r -'•^ -̂ var» s wh:.;h leads 
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to {59) when quark f i e ld* are «^tegrated out ? 

The spf'-ft of large * QCO a la Witter. /»4/ i s thai i f one 
c 

has an accurate, «eson field theory, then the baryoss can be 
S$ii ^**irl&2^ ** scMtoss of the ̂ eton theory ; the sore relia
ble the «eson theory is, the better will be the description of 
the baryons. The fact that (59) works so reasonably well «ay be 
because (59) describes reasonably accurately the aeson dynamics. 
One could test this, given accurate data on, say, «r* scattering. 
The data at the »o»ent are not precise enough to provide a deci
sive test, but it is intriguing to see that Nature does favor 
the very peculiar combination L?.(59) Sfcyrme originaly proposed. 

In what follows /37/, I will mate use of a recent beautiful 
analysis of Gasser and Leutwyler /38/. In their notation, 
Eq.(59) can be rewritten in the form appropriate to chiral 
SU(3)xSU(3) /39/ (effectively there are only two independent 
tens, the Zweig rule giving a constraint ; see below) 

(68) l \ l t - L,(Tr L J ) 2 • L 2(Tr(L yL v)) 2 * \ Tr(L2 L2,) 

with 

(6i) i, - i « 2 . V L i • 2 » V L i " "6-

Gasser and Leutwyler /38/ determined t.£ from the D-wave ir» scat 

tering amplitudes r.e.j~ threshold. The resu l t s vh*y obtained are 

L j X p - (0.9 • 0.3) * 10"3, ( L 2 / L , ) e x p - 1.9 £ 1.0, 

a 3 / L , ) ' X p - -4.9 • 3.4 . 

The pr e : f >* valu» *f « . J -•?;•;• ' ->H •' :• L*ft •: .j .i-.•> * ** • / . • * - since 
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tt depends upon what one M t s . In Ref.33. it was determined by 
the requirement that j A :ome out in agreement with the experi
ment. The value so obtained was 
(63) L, - 1.4 x io" 3. 
Adkfns et al. /4t/ use a different procedure and obtain a value 
somewhat less than this, while Skyrme H2f prefers somewhat big
ger value based on an argument that I will discuss later. 

Two remarkable features are noteworthy here. First of all, 
the experimental value or I is of the same magnitude as that 
required in the Skyrme Lagrangian. Wore importantly, the expe
rimental ratios in L. are consistent with the particular 
combination of the Skyrme type. 

As noted by Qasser and Leutwyler /38/, the large N c limit 
is useful in understanting the structure of quartic terms. In 
particular, they show that while 
(64) L,,L 2,L 3^0(ll c) 

the combination (2L] -L2} is Zweig suppressed ; in Eq.(61) this 
is zero, so consistent with the Zweig rule. The combination 

* 
An amusing point (a coincidence ?) may be noted here. The mass 
of the soliton goes as * cF^ . In Ref.33, the mass of a Skyrmion 
was found to be «u 1.4 GeV. Had we taken the experimental value 
of L, [Eq. (62)] instead of the value of (63), we would have 
obtained a mass of t» (1.1 + U.3) GeV, closer to the experimental 
value. In view of othe- ;:<>?.•.•'tie -ro^ect'orj, cne should not 
take this result ar a^y^'r.- ;',••*- t»v,;i a --.yiosi ty. 
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L • (2L-L,) is directly related to the D-wave r* scattering 

lengths, hence L3 is a'so directly given by ar. experimental va

lue which is 0(N C} a^d negative. That the experiments favor the 

very peculiar combination may be ar. indication that there is 

something fundamental about this tern. (At the very least, the 

fair agreement with experiment suggests that possible additional 

quartic terms are small ! ) . 

4.2.2. Is € 2 Quantized ? 

We saw that the Wess-Z^wîno term was a_p.ri.oM fixed by a 

quantized parameter, as a consequence of which the baryon charge 

B was appropriately quantized. As noted before, B was associated 

with the flow of the Dirac levels, thus connected with topology. 

(There are various index theorems concerning these maters ; see, 

e.g., Ref.8). Is it possible that c 2 is also associated with the 

level crossing of the Dirac levels, and is somehow determined a 

ÊLiôti d u e t 0 a quantization ? I will discuss a possible con

nection to level crossing below ; here let me just summarize 

Skyrme's intriguing conjecture on this matter. 

http://a_p.ri.oM
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The argument goes as fo l lows. Define a vector f i e l d B 

(65) i i V = 3 0 0 * 
y y 

a 
and a t ensor f i e l d C^ 

(66) C - T [VS " V$ 

Then Skyrme's Lagrangiar. £q.(18) can be wr i t t en as ( I wr i t e e 

ins t ead of € which Skyrme «ses to avoid a confusion) 

2 . e °* <x ex oi oi 
< 6 7) LSKÏRME " " J 7 > V " i 7 B y P 

with 

C cy*v " " i T r [ V u +« V u + ] 2 

and the constants in Eq.(67) are ident i f i ed with those in 

Eq.(19) as 

(68) € 2 - - S y , F ! - e x 2 / 2 * 2 . 

The structure of (66) and (67) suggests that B be considered as 

â XS£t2£_-fi*ld a n t* C u v a* a field_stre.ngth_tens.or. If one now 

writes down the angula* 1 ttomeptyst tensor M. in the usual way 

(as is the -rase whe- there are fields with spin) one finds that 

there is an extra contribyt'on coning from the f i e M b which 

can be interpreted '• ~ terx.s of the baryon current discussed in 

Sect.2 with a spfr or -sa^'tyd* e. Identifying this e with the 

s p f n o f t h e ___.____, 'A •}•?•?•* •:c•*• j *•: t ••:• r * ? . t h a 1 -

http://ield_stre.ngth_tens.or
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(69) « « y * . 

Thus by Eq.{68}, Skyrnse p r e d i c t s 

' 7e} L, • -^-y • 1.6 x 10~3 

which is sHghly larger than the value found fn Ref.33t but 
still consistent. It appears poss-'ble that this way of thinking 
is somehow connected to the cMrjl anomaly (via the anomalous 
baryon current} and it would be nice to clarify the mysteries 
behind this and also what comes next. 

4.3. The u Meson fn the Skyrmions 
Before Skyrme's quartic term was revived to stabilize the 

soliton or equivalently the chiral bag, the w meson was conside
red to be a natural agency to provide the stability /ll/. To 
nuclear physicists, there is nothing surprising about this ; 
they have in certain sense known this all along from nuclear 
structure. The role of the ta recently became particularly promi
nent in the context of the soliton picture. 

There are two compelling reasons to believe that Skyrme's 
quartic term, to a large extent, represents the u meson degrees 
of freedom : one is the recent calculation /42/ of the proper
ties of the M and A in which the coupling of the u to the baryon 
current S replaces the v-^ti : ter* in the Skyrme Lagrangfan 
and the other is the derivation /43/ of a nucleon-nucleon poten
tial fro*, the Z'» y'':>r. :'• y*Tt':. r interactions. I* the former 
/42/, it Is observed that the w does Indeed stabilize the soil-
tor, to a '>ise :o*r, arable to that :ttaired with the qyarti: term 
and that the static prjpefties •>' f*e !\l *n>i A ••:•>** oyt to be 
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very similar. In particular, one «ran verify in the axial current 
that the contribution from the term<\»w \iv is analogous to the 
one from the quartic term. The manifestation of the u in the 
Skyrmion-Skyrmion interaction is even more intriguing /43/. It 
is found in a Born-Oppenheimer treatment of the Skyrmion-
Skyrmion interaction that there emerges a spin-isospin indepen
dent repulsion which for r > 0.8 fm can be described by an 
effective «exchange (see Fig.10). The repulsion is found to 
have the requisite quantum numbers of the a» exchange and arises in 
the calculation from the quartic term. (In addition to the re
pulsion, other features such as n, p ,... exchanges agree quali
tatively -and even quantitatively in many cases- with experi
ments even though not all the degrees of freedom are explicit in 
the calculation /43/). 

4.4. Level Crossing and Skyrme's Quartic Term 
I present yet another argument why the quartic term L* f f has 

something to do with the u> meson degree of freedom /37/. 
Let us go back and examine the chiral bag. As in the case 

of the baryon charge for which the flow of the Dirac levels in
side the bag provided the knowledge for what happens outside 
(through, e.g.,the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer n invariant), we will 
examine the flow of the Dirac levels to learn about the quartic 
term. 

In the •:«">& of the n invariant, a level plunging into the 
Oirac sea play? an Impc-tant *ole. Is ther» a similar level 
crossing for the quarti-: terss, *.?., the i constant ? 

In the previous s <K t f o ?•. (*ee Ffj.7], we determined an ef-
2 2 

fe-'.tive i H- * h e baj ^adfu;. wi-, reduced ; as fî * 0, € approa-
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ched that of a pure Skyrmion. This was e f fected by means of the 

axial flux condition at the rjdius R, Eq.{?8), which for Bîn/2 

can be written e x p l i c i t l y 

C V d 8 Ar-6 * V d r 4 - R I F 2 R 2 J 
IT 

The relevant level flow is given in Fig.11. As the bag shrinks, 

corresponding to increasing 8, two levels K = 0 and 1 come 

together and cross at 8 C = Q.t>Z2...v. Suppose first that tic 

quarks are put into the system. The ground state will correspond 

to all Hc quarks occupying the first K = 0 + level. At 8 = v/2, 

the valence quarks disappear Into the Dirac sea and are counted 

as part of the vacuum. How does this configuration contribute to 

the axial eurent A* ? It contributes, as it does to the baryon 

charge, through "vacuum fluctuation" which in terms of the Oirac 

levels corresponds to virtual excitation of the quarks from the 

sea to excited levels and back. The first excited level for 

0<9<6c Is the K = 1* state, whereas after the level crossing 8>8 C, 

ft Is the negative parity K = 0~ state. {This 1s not strictly 

correct. There Is a K = f state which is actually lower than 

the 0 up to 8 = ir ; however this never plunges Into the nega

tive-energy sea and merely oscillates as 8 is dialled, I suspect 

1t plays no Important role, so I Ignore it here. Perhaps more 

quantitative studies may have to tale it into account). Once 8 

Is greater than a , ft Is energetically more favorable to exci

te a single quark to the 0" '£•/*!, but this is forbidden by pa

rity unelss H is accorcpar'ed! by e/dtation of an odd-parity 

bo sonic object. T>e 'att=:-r z-.;it is^-y a quant yr. number 

K = l" which couM te J = '.', T - 1 v- 3 - I , T -- 0 o" 3=1, T»l. 
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The first has a quantum number of a pion, the second that of an 

«•(son and the last that of a p rceson. The pfon is explicit in 

the theory but the p and u are the new degrees of freedom 

virtually excited due to coupling to chiral fields. 

If the above reasoning is correct, we expect that £ will 

become non-zero at 8 « 8 (call it 8 ). The numerical calcula

tion of Ref.27 [i.e. Fig.6 and 7] locates 8-0.606...», which is 

rather close to 8 = 0.62285028 «. It seems reasonable to take . 
c 

e « e /44/. 
o c 

That the quartic terr, contains also the p meson degree of 

freedom is not surprising. Remember that Jackson et al. "saw" it 

in the NN potential derived from Skyrmior.s /43/. turthermore in 

the tu model of Ref.42, it would be necessary to put the p meson 

"by hand" in order to account for the D-wave iir scattering which 

the quartic term describes. (In fact, the authors of Ref.38, in 

one of their publications, show that the p contribution domina

tes the D-wave wt scattering near threshold.). 

It is interesting to see what happens for a 6=2 system. 

When R is large so that no level crossings occured, the ground 

state configuration consists of N quarks in the lowest K = 0* 
c 

level and remaining N quarks in the K = 1* level. (See 
c 

Fig.12a). The K * 0*, 1* levels collapse to a single level at 

8=0, but as 8 is dialled away from zero, the degeneracy is 

lifted. (In Refs.5 a^d 45, the repulsive core between two nu

cléons was attributed to the %arp*r.g" of these Virzc levels). 

Mow as the baj is reduced, the K - '?* 'evel sinks into the Dirac 

sea as before (.at 9 = nil) and the h « l* level goes up until it 

I find th* P T.**0" r',*̂  Lj -!.'!< ie"3 , l^L.-2, L3/L.= -4.4. 
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crosses a sinking K = o~ level at 9 Q. (As before, we will ignore 

the oscillating 1~ 'evel\ Beyond 6 Q . the energetically favored 

configuration is that of II quarks in the 0 level now counted 

in the vacuum and N c quarks in the 0~ levé', as in Fig.12b. 

However parity does not allow this for odd N c , so an allowed 

configuration must be something like Fig.12c. This differs from 

Ffg.l2b by a "particle-hole" excitation of K * l". This say be 

viewed as a vibration (1~, T=0 or 1) built on the "wrong-parity" 

configuration of fig.12b. It is appealing to assign the vector 

mesons p and « f o r these excitations. 

Put in terms of the bag radius R, one expects the u degrees 

of freedom (and also the p ) to set in at K * 0.5 fm for the B=l 

system and at R ̂  0.7 fm for the B = 2 system. 

(The discussion given here is admittedly too qualitative 

and intuitive. It may be possible to quantify it by examining 

the Dirac sea polarization contribution to the axial current by 

using a Green's function technique. This seems to be a good pro

blem to work on). 

4.5. Quark Bag and Skyrme's Quartic Term 

There is an indication that the quark bag is describing the 

same physics as the quartic term L* , including the vector-me

son degrees of freedom. This is somewhat surprising. The bag Is 

supposed to represent the conM r,e*er.t .>nd asymptote: freedom 

aspects of QCrJ ; the (virtual) vector mesons could perïzvï 

account in some indirect way for -:onf inenent, but it is not 

obvious how t^ey ^jve a^yth'rg t ; 1c w'th asymptotic freedom : 

Asymptot- : *• - e * 1 •'• •*. ''•> •*'. '. .- :' ot\- •:' w'th th* weakening of interac

tions at sho^t J'ît:v:r'.t -r.erea: •:*- u exchange, say, gets 
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stronger at shorter distances .'47/.How do these two pictures, 

seemingly at odd, reconcile with each other ? I believe that the 

recent development on the large-* c and Skyrmion descriptions 

suggests that this can be understood in the context of QCD, 

although the link is not yet clear. This appears to me one of 

the most intriguing questions to be answered by nuclear physi

cists. 

Si.sonE.çoNSEQyENÇES.iN.îiyatA^PHYçiçs 

It is difficult to come to any form conclusion without 

great deal more progress on how quarks will manifest in nuclei. 

But there are some qualitative remarks one can make. 

As emphasized by Witten M 6 / r one will be able to calculate 

the nucléon properties more and more accurately as one learns 

how to write down a more and more accurate phenomenological 

Lagrangian for the mesons. This will also be true in nuclei/47/, 

If the large-N c QCO arguments are valid. What this means is that 

there cannot be, at low energies, any process which will unambi

guously exhibit the signatures of quarks that cannot be explai

ned in terms of the standard nuclear physics mechanisms, i.e., 

meson exchanges, ff one worked hard enough. This situation does 

not, of course, deny the presence of quarks, but fs symptomatic 

of the highly non-linear aspects of QCD at long wave-length. 

It should not he surprising then to find in nuclear proces

ses some cases where simple iresor-lc descriptions work surprisin

gly w e n and other cases where simple descriptions 1n terms of 

naive quark mode' are more successful -'48/. Wh1_çh <2*s.çM£t£on_f>s 
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The chiral bag «ode! of the "Cheshire cat" type discussed 

above fs then clearly adapted to this aspect. The bag radius R 

can be chosen in such a way that optimal accounts of non-pertur-

bative effects (Skyrmions) and perturbative effects (quark bag) 

are taken into account. In this picture /48/, the processes me

diated by a magnetic dipole operator (e.g. electrodisintegration 

of the deuteron) can be most optimally described with a small 

bag radius, whereas the processes mediated by a Gamov-Teller 

operator have a simpler description in terms of a big bag radius 

(perhaps similarly for the EfC effect for small Feynman x varia

ble). There seems to be no contradiction in this. 

As a way of illustrating where the chiral bag description 

can have a definite superiority over the generalized Skyrmion 

description /46/, consider the high-density phase transition 

from nuclear matter (or Wigner mode) to quark plasma (or 

Goldstone mode). The detail has not been worked out, but the 

following scenario seems plausible. As the density of nuclear 

matter is increased (as in neutron stars), the baryon charge 

residing in the Skyrmion sector will "leak back" into the bag, 

so that the relative bag size will grow and eventually bags will 

coalesce into a giant bag of the Wigrer phase. This phenomenon 

may be formulated as a large chemical potential driving the chi

ral angle 8(R) toward zero M 9 / . According to the "Cheshire cat" 

picture, 8(Ç; or f> M net s phyîf.ral c-bsarvafrîe ir the absence 

of external disturban.res, t^t w'-.at Î am saying ^ere *$ that in a 

heat bath or in a baryon-rfch environment, the best approxima

tion to yCD is i dimir.fïhfrîçi -:^i*al aijj'e B(R'). rn this model, 

one **;>*.:t': fit t'--r ••:!* :.;•"•'-;***r.t transition -»nd the chiral 
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transition would occur at a *a»e critical density. U h H e it 

seems Feasible in the cMral $ag picture, ft would be hopelessly 

coaplicated to describe such a phase tran-»-*t:or. ! n a p«-e 

Skyrmion .node!. 

There is a great deal •?? activity or? the topological des

cription of the 'ow-lying barycns. I will just list what has 

been done by othe-s. 

On theo-etical issues : 

a. As mentioned, there is a huge activity on non abeliar 

anomalies which have close bearing on Gkyrsnions and general ef

fective theories. See Refs.2l and 22. 

b. One wight ask whether one cannot couple chiral fields 

directly to the quarks and do way with the bag or the higher 

derivative terms (e.g.Skyrme's quartic"term) in describing the 

low-energy hadrons (e.g. Refs.3,4 and 58). It is hoped in these 

efforts that radiative corrections or quantum loops generate 

enough repulsion to stabilize the system (a role played by the 

quartic terra in the pure Skyrmion picture or by the bag in the 

chiral bag picture). It tur^s out that a?. Long as quant us» r.utn-

'. rs are correct, chi^a* jr.orcaife: io corr-e out correctly ; hence 

the anomalous baryor -.uiiber (or the U* , 5-Zumino term) can be 

correctly ge^e-ated : îi oth*:- words, t ^ l o g i c a l quant* tii«s a^e 

SI/» .''ft1 ? ' " l l :" i ! ' i u ' V " J :'j * 1 ' "' - ' '"> ••" f' - i l ' ••» •' *• **•••• •% 'J •»-.»• ' * • l 1 -. £ 
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and write an effective Lagrangian for the meson sector, the «-
model describes the S-wave ?* scatter-'^g by* falls, e.g., for 
the D-wave *t scattering. (This was shown by Qasser and 
leutwyler ,'38/. } This fails at least one criterion of a possi
ble large-NcQCD Mb/. 

On Skyrmions and related matters : 
c. Current algebra and soft-meson theorems on baryon target 

do follow naturally from the Skyrme Lagrangian with the Wess-
Zumino term /52/. 

d. Upon quantizing the Skyrraions, one obtains the H and. A as 
rotational levels for SU(2)xSU(2) ,'40,42/ and spin -1/2 octets 
and spin -3/2 decuplets for the case of SU(3)x$U(3) /53/. «asses 
and various static properties agree with Nature within 20-301. 
It Is believed that in the limit Nc-»• », the static quark model 
(also the M.I.T. bag), the Skyrmion model and the strong cou
pling theory are equivalent /54/. 

e. Embedding S0(3) into SU(3), one obtains dibaryon reso
nances (B=2) /55/. In particular, a 0 + SU(3)-s1nglet state cal
led H 1s predicted at ^2.2 OeV. This is rather amazing since 
the M.I.T. bag model also predicts a doubly-strange six-quark 
state at about the same mass /56/. What is the "Cheshire cat" 
type connection betweer, the two ? There îs clearly a strong mo
tivation here for an ttperfrcental search. 

f. Baryon "es.->r.an<:es (N* 's àr.t A*'s ; can be described in 
terms of rotat*on-v?brat?o-. coupling .'t9,fS/, *';<:h in the spirit 
of nuclear physf:s, Ajreenertt '. % j:3ifr: satisfactory. 

} . Th* *'* :t-.;w!».3', ' -t*'a-:̂ 'v.'is with Skyrmfons ({n place of 
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quarks) can be formulated in a consistent way free of anomalies 

59/. 

h. The monopole catalysis of the proton decay can be des

cribed in terms of a Skyraion whose topological knot is unwound 

by a monopole /btJ/. There is at the moment no equivalent 

description in terms of a bag or nor.-relativistic quark model. 

i. It seems feasible to describe hadronic mater at high 

density in terms of squeezed Skyrwions /61/. The high density 

structure of the Skyrmions resembles a quark gas. (It is perhaps 

uore appropriate to think of this as a kind of Lee-Hick matter 

62/). 

j. The N-N interaction /43,&3/ obtained from the Skyrmion-

Skyrmion interactions resembles the Paris potential. 

To conclude : it is quite remarkable that such a simple 

Lagrangian as Skyrme's embodies so much of qualitative and semi

quantitative aspects of QCD. It is clearly challenging to find a 

truly realistic effective QCO Lagrangian à la Uitten or a chiral 

bag description (as we advocate) adroitly marrying asymptotic 

freedom and confinement/chiral symmetry. When this happens, 

there will be a break-through in nuclear physics. 

Note added : After this lecture note was completed, an article 

by Oonoghue, Uolowich and Holste'r appeared in Phys. Nev, Lett. 

in which they ceni» to the sane •: .-> n ••: * y s i o r. about Ckyrme's quartic 

term as I did in 'Ject.J.i. 1" fact, they use the D-wave ** 

scattering ! e - •; t * ? to "predict" the proton mass. ïee J.F. 

9onojhy#, E. f-.-.l-rwi-:* i-.d s.fc. Hotstefn, Vhyi. kçv. Lett. §3, 

747 (1984;. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Schematic behavior of the Dirac spectrum as a function 
of 8 in the chiral bag model with the hedgehog 
boundary condition (3). Only the K = O - levels 

e responsible for the ^ term in B are plotted. More 
realistic level scheme is given by Refs.9 and 12. 
Baryon charge of an "empty" bag B v a c and that of an N c-
quark bag vs. 8. The discontinuity of B v a c at 8 = tr/2 
is related to the plunging of a K = 0 level into the 
Dirac sea. 
Definition of the chiral bag model for a baryon. R is 
the radius of the spherical bag. 
fB vs. B where tl = ER. The contribution per color from 
the Oirac sea polarization is labelled as "SEA" and 
the one from a valence quark as "VAL". These should be 
multiplied by N for a hadron.. Taken from Ref.30. c 
(1 vs. B ; symbols are as defined in Fig.4. Taken from 

Ref.30. 
8 5 8(R) vs. R for the chiral bag with B = 1. The kink 
at R = 0.44 fm is an artifact of the model with sharp 
boundary conditions. Taken from Ref.27. 
The coefficient of Ckyrme's quartiuc term c2 "derived" 
as the bag is adiabatically shrunk. In order to keep 
fixed the value of g^, a negative e 2 will be needed 
<• ,<• R > fl. 44., . f:rf ,j possible signal for non-
. (;;'*:>rbative '.;yari-gluon effects that need be taken 
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Fig. 8 : Mass of" an Hc - 3 ba^yon in the chiral bag model ; the 
quark-bag and Skyrrnfon cloud contributions a r e shown 
separately. The R = 0 limit reproduces the pure 
Skyrmion result of Ref.33. 

Fig.9 : The axial flux per quark of the quark sector vs. R, 
given in unit of fm~ . Note that it is fiat over a 
wide range of R. 

Fig.10 : The spin-isospin-i«dependent part of the potential 
derived from the Skyrmion-Skyrrnion interactions (from 
Refs.43) compared with an effective "to" exchange 
Ce w IT with C = Z . b (ieV fm and "mw" = 3.05 fm"1 . 

Fig. 11 The flow of the Oirac levels thought to be responsible 
for the excitation of anu(and p) degree of freedom. 
More complete spectrum is given by Refs.9 and 32. 

Fig. 12 : Schematic behavior of a 2N -quark system as R(0) is 
reduced (increased) across the level crossing point 
Be = 6.62285028*. 
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